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Obama too silent Bacow to serve on Obama’s Board of Advisors
on Historically Black Colleges and Universities
on race, some
academics say
BY

MARTHA SHANAHAN

Daily Editorial Board

BY

BRENT YARNELL

Daily Editorial Board

A number of academics speaking over
the weekend at Tufts during a two-day
symposium “Barack Obama and American
Democracy,” which gathered leading scholars to assess the implications of President
Barack Obama’s presidency, expressed
their belief that Obama has not sufficiently
addressed race issues.
While Friday’s panels mainly discussed
foreign policy, the conversation on Saturday
turned to domestic issues.
University of Louisville Professor of
Political Science Ricky Jones criticized the
President for his unwillingness to speak out
about race, which, he said, was characteristic
of a general shift.
“Black leadership is becoming increasingly conservative and less willing to speak
about specific racial issues than they have in
the past,” Jones said.
Jones, who spoke at one of Saturday’s
panels titled “Hope and Change?: Assessing
Obama’s Domestic Policies,” focused on
the implications of Obama’s presidency for
racial minorities or those of low socioeconomic status.
Professor Boyce Watkins from Syracuse
University expanded on what Jones said,
noting that Obama avoids discussing political solutions to racial problems even when
speaking to audiences with a black majority.
“He gives the same ‘pull yourself up by
your own bootstraps’ that my pastor says to
me,” Watkins said. “I need you to say what
you’re going to do as president.”
Joyce Sackey, dean of multicultural affairs
and global health at the Tufts University
School of Medicine, highlighted public
health issues, noting that the government
needs to not just widen citizens’ access to
health care but also to address the physician shortage.
Watkins criticized the President’s approach
to health care for not focusing on controlling costs. “Obama made a deal with the
insurance companies before he even started
reform which pretty much killed any hope of
meaningful reform,” Watkins said.
Professor of History at Fairfield University
Yohuru Williams also discussed health care
at his keynote address on Saturday evening. He posited that Obama might have
pursued health care reform before a jobs
bill because health care costs are damaging
even for the employed.
He felt that Obama’s election was a watershed moment, marking an expanded role for
persons of diverse backgrounds in American
politics. “We have to appreciate the depth
of this historical moment as an opportunity to reassess the role of we-the-people,”
Williams said.
Speaking at the next panel, “What Barack
Obama Means for American Democracy,”
John Stauffer, Harvard University professor
of English and American literature and language, said that Obama’s election highlighted the possibilities of American democracy.
“Few Americans believed before the election
that a black man could be elected president,”
he said. “Obama has broadened American
democracy as an ideal.”
Stauffer noted, however, that Obama has
yet to fully use his power and challenged
him to play a tougher brand of politics
to get his policies enacted. “Obama has

University President Lawrence Bacow
on Feb. 26 was appointed a member
of President Barack Obama’s reestablished President’s Board of Advisors on
Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs), formed to provide advice on
strengthening the educational capacity of
such institutions.
According to the executive order reestablishing the White House Initiative on
HCBUs, the board is tasked with exploring
how to improve “the identity, visibility, and
distinctive capabilities and overall competitiveness of HBCUs,” as well as engaging in a
national dialogue on HBCU initiatives and
securing funding for their aims.
Bacow went to Washington, D.C. to attend
the signing of the executive order for the initiative, created in 1981 by Ronald Reagan.
Obama at the event expressed his confidence in the ability of the board, which is
made up of 11 college and university presi-

dents, deans, financial experts and prominent members of the African American
community.
“I am pleased to announce the appointments of these talented, diverse and accomplished individuals to the Board of Advisors
on [HCBUs], all of whom have shown a deep
commitment to the mission of these institutions, which are as relevant and necessary
to our society today as they were when first
established,” Obama said at the event.
John Silvanus Wilson, Jr., executive director of the White House Initiative on HCBUs,
explained that Bacow was appointed
because of his legacy at Tufts.
“President Bacow is there because he has
had a great tenure at Tufts, and has had a
great impact on Tufts,” he told the Daily. “We
want on this advisory board [people] who
understand transitional leadership, and
Larry Bacow is one of those presidents.”
Wilson highlighted in particular Bacow’s
fiscal stewardship at Tufts.
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see BACOW, page 2

University President Lawrence Bacow will
serve on Obama’s advisory board on HCBUs.

Professors wait on students at LCS fundraiser
BY

BETHLEHEM MEBRATU
Contributing Writer

The Leonard Carmichael Society (LCS)
last Thursday night raised over $6,000
in support of the Somerville Homeless
Coalition (SHC) at the annual FacultyWaits-On-You Dinner and Auction at 51
Winthrop St.
All proceeds from this year’s Mardi
Gras-themed “Beads and Bids” function
went directly to the SHC, continuing a
longstanding event tradition.
The annual event, now in its 26th year,
has since its establishment raised over
$60,000 in an effort to increase awareness
about the problem of homelessness in the
Somerville community. Last year’s event
raised approximately $5,400.
Executive Director of the SHC Mark
Alston-Follansbee expressed his gratitude
for the funds that the event has raised over
the years.
“We need community support, but we also
need money and it’s great that we’ve been
able to work with the LCS to have this event
to help us,” Alston-Follansbee said. “When
we started we only had two staff members
and just a bunch of volunteers, mostly Tufts
students, so we’ve had a wonderful relationship with Tufts since our inception.”
TIEN TIEN/TUFTS DAILY

Faculty waited on students’ tables at the annual LCS fundraiser.

see LCS, page 2

Pub night free of problems, class council says
The first Senior Pub Night of this semester,
held Thursday night at Hurricane O’Reilly’s,
was a success, according to C.J. Mourning, the
Senior Class Council’s vice president of social
programming.
“It went really smoothly, I’d say,” Mourning
said. “Everything went as scheduled.”
Hurricane O’Reilly’s, located on Canal Street
in Boston, had a good “pub” atmosphere,
according to Mourning.
This was the first Senior Pub Night to take
place since last fall, when incidents of public urination, indecent exposure and claims
of alcohol theft forced the cancellation of
the Sept. 24 pub night at Gypsy Bar midway through and prompted administrators to
question the future of the event.
Mourning said the approximately 600 seniors

who attended Thursday’s pub night were well
behaved and understood that last semester’s
incidents called for an improvement.
“Everyone was under control at this one,”
Mourning said. “Sometimes people make
mistakes, and they definitely have learned.”
To ensure the continuation of pub nights,
the class council proposed various changes
to the procedure of the event to gain the
approval of administrators for this semester’s
pub nights.
Extra staff members were hired and police
details were present, with the Tufts University
Police Department at the bus pick-up stations
at the campus center, and the Boston Police
Department at Hurricane O’Reilly’s, according
to Mourning.
“At the last event it was difficult to take

[misbehaving] people’s names down because
there were so many people,” Mourning said.
“With the added police detail and extra staff
that was working the event it was easier.”
Mourning said that having additional buses
eased frustrations, and enabled students to
get to the event earlier. The last bus, she said,
left Tufts at 10:30 p.m.
Senior Emily Wier agreed that this pub
night went more smoothly that the last. “I
would say that this pub night was a lot more
organized and people had a really good time,”
she said.
Mourning added that a third pub night will
be held sometime in April.
— by Brent Yarnell with contributing
reporting by Ellen Kan

see OBAMA, page 2
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Visiting the Hill this week
MONDAY
“Soft-nanotechnology:
Functional
Nanomaterials from Top-down Fabrication and
Bottom-up Self-assembly”
Details: Qiaobing Xu, a Ph.D candidate at
Harvard University, will present on soft nanotechnology, the synthesis and properties of
organic and organometallic nanostructures.
When and Where: 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.; Science
and Technology Center 136
Sponsor: Department of Biomedical
Engineering
“Computing with Things Small, Wet and
Random”
Details: Marc Riedel, an assistant professor
from the University of Minnesota, will discuss
techniques for synthesizing circuits and biological systems.
When and Where: 12 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.;
Halligan Hall 111
Sponsor: Department of Computer Science
“Is Barney Frank Relevant?”
Details: Reverend Irene Monroe, a theologian
and Huffington Post columnist specializing in
issues of race and queerness, will discuss the
relevance of Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) to the
concerns of the LGBT community.
When and Where: 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.;

Communications and Media Studies Program

Barnum Hall 104
Sponsor: LGBT Center
“Harvard Humanist Chaplain Greg Epstein”
Details: Greg Epstein, the humanist chaplain
from Harvard University, will discuss humanism
and humanist chaplaincies.
When and Where: 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.;
Barnum Hall 008
Sponsor: Tufts Freethought Society
“Firm Entry, Trade and Welfare in Zipf’s
World”
Details: Andrei Levchenko, assistant professor
of economics at the University of Michigan, will
lecture at the economics seminar series.
When and Where: 12 p.m. to 1:20 p.m.;
Braker Hall 001
Sponsors: Department of Economics and The
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
TUESDAY
“Inside the Activist’s Studio”
Details: Amy Goodman, host of “Democracy
Now!,” and David Goodman, an investigative reporter, will discuss how media can bring
about social change.
When and Where: 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.; Barnum
Hall 008
Sponsors: Peace and Justice Studies Program,

“Michael Brown Guest Lecture”
Details: Michael Brown, founder and President
of Serac Adventure Films, will talk about filming on some of the highest mountains in the
world, surviving harsh conditions and creating
a captivating final product.
When and Where: 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.; Cabot
Auditorium
Sponsor: Tufts Mountain Club
THURSDAY
“The Humanities and the Body IV: Over My
Dead Body”
Details: Professor Ray Madoff from Boston
College Law School will discuss “The Surprising
History of Dead Bodies Under American Law.”
When and Where: 12 p.m; Center for the
Humanities
Sponsor: Center for the Humanities at Tufts
“Israel 101 with Nonie Darwish”
Details: Nonie Darwish, an Egyptian-American
human rights activist, founder of Arabs for
Israel and director of Former Muslims United,
will be speaking about her life story and her
support for Israel.
When and Where: 8 p.m.; Alumnae Lounge
Sponsor: Friends of Israel

“Chaplain’s Table: A Look at Religions”
Details: Paul Waldau, Bob Barker Lecturer
on Law at Harvard Law School, will discuss
“Yet Another Religious Frontier? Ecology and
Animals.”
When and Where: 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.; MacPhie
Conference Room
Sponsor: Office of the University Chaplain
FRIDAY
“Colloquium: Music-Language Relations”
Details: Aniruddh Patel from the Neurosciences
Institute will present on “Empirical Studies
of Music-Language Relations, Rhythm, and
Syntax.”
When and Where: 12 p.m.; Granoff 155
Sponsor: Department of Music
“How to Escape from a Leper Colony”
Details: Tiphanie Yanique (LA ‘00), assistant
professor of creative writing and Caribbean
literature at Drew University, will read from her
book of short stories “How to Escape from a
Leper Colony” (2010).
When and Where: 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.; Capen
House
Sponsors: Department of English, Africana
Center, Africa in the New World program,
Peace and Justice Studies program

Bacow hopes to use experiences from Tufts tenure to strengthen HBCUs
BACOW
continued from page 1

“We hope that Bacow and his
team will be able to transfer [to
the advisory board] the administrative practices ... and the financial
management that Tufts has in place
... [which] are the principle reason
why Tufts is so well off.”
Bacow echoed these sentiments,
expressing his hope that his tenure
at Tufts would help him with his
work on the board.
“I am honored to serve,” Bacow
said in an e-mail to the Daily. “I
hope to be able to draw from my
Tufts experience to try to help
strengthen our nation’s [HCBUs].”

Obama at the event said that it
was import to reestablish this initiative “to ensure that these schools
remain the beacons that they’ve
been for more than a century and
a half.” The initiative is part of an
Obama Administration goal to raise
the proportion of college graduates
by 2020.
Bacow hopes that serving on
this board will allow him to devote
more attention to issues of diversity
by strengthening HCBUs.
“These institutions play a critical role in providing access and
opportunity to so many young
people” he said in an e-mail. “As
someone who cares deeply about

these issues, I am excited by the
opportunity to help them fulfill
their historic mission in this challenging environment.”
Africana Center Director Katrina
Moore expressed her enthusiasm
for Bacow’s appointment.
“I understand the importance of
having HBCUs, and I’m very excited
the president has [been chosen] to
address their needs,” she said. “[It’s]
a testament to what he has accomplished while here and his feeling
toward diversity-related issues.”
Moore cited the creation of the
Office of Institutional Diversity as
one of Bacow’s key accomplishments as president in the area of

Academics discuss Obama’s impact
continued from page 1

LCS
continued from page 1

TIEN TIEN/TUFTS DAILY

Academics discussed President Barack Obama’s tenure at a two-day
symposium this weekend.
offerings for the study of persons
of African descent. She highlighted the fact that the program is the
only one at the university offering
a concentration in African studies, and has a limited budget of
just $1,000.
“The study of African Americans
ought to be more a part of the curriculum in terms of our academic
budget,” she said. AfricanStudent
Organization President Vivian
Mbawuike, a sophomore, echoed
those concerns and at the panel
expressed her regret that the university does not put more substantial support behind African
studies in academics despite
annually giving out approximately
$30,000 for high-publicity African
cultural events.
Mbawuike told the Daily that
while events like the symposium are encouraging, they are
no replacement for academic
study. “You come and hear

people from a wide spectrum of
backgrounds. [The appointment]
is a comment on his own diverse
background.”
According to Wilson, six of
the 11 board members are presidents of HCBUs as part of an
attempt to broaden the perspectives represented.
“The board is traditionally heavily populated with HBCU presidents,” he said. “[This is the] first
year where, with approval from
the HBCU presidents, we are really
diversifying the membership.”
Wilson added that the number
of members would in the future be
increased to 25.

Faculty volunteer, auction
services for good cause

OBAMA
immense amounts of power as
president,” he said. “So far he
hasn’t utilized it.”
Matthew Whitaker, Arizona
State University associate professor of U.S. history, said that
Obama has not changed since his
campaign. Whitaker also highlighted the importance of grassroots action, calling on neglected
groups to apply political pressure
for their causes.
“A social movement put him
into office,” he said. “A social
movement is going to sustain him
and allow him to do what he was
elected to do.”
Whitaker feels the capacity
for such a movement exists and
efforts across the country just
need to unify their approaches.
“If churches and campaigns can
fund campaigns because of the
pennies and dimes that old people put into cups,” he said. “It’s
there. We just need to figure out
how to focus it and prioritize it.”
The panel also delved into a discussion of the place of minority
groups at Tufts.
Associate Professor of Political
Science Pearl Robinson pointed out
that University President Lawrence
Bacow’s appointment to Obama’s
reestablished advisory committee
on historically black colleges and
universities could be misleading.
“It makes it look like Tufts is a
place where, as a matter of course
in our curriculum, this kind of
thing happens every day, but it
does not.” she said.
Robinson, who is the former
director of the Africa in the New
World interdisciplinary minor
program, at the panel and in an
interview with the Daily noted
that Tufts’ curriculum has few

promoting diversity.
“We have a ways to go, but we
have a president who is very supportive and open to helping us
resolve issues of diversity,” Moore
said. “I really feel he will provide lots
of experience [to the board].”
Professor of History Peniel Joseph
agreed and expressed his belief that
Bacow’s focus on increasing diversity in higher education will bring a
unique perspective to the board.
“Bacow has really at Tufts and
elsewhere shown a real commitment to access and opportunity
in higher education,” Joseph said.
“One of the things you always
want [on these types of boards] is

about Barack Obama, but then
you go back to your own bubble,”
Mbawuike said. “That doesn’t
change a whole semester.”
She said that several groups
have petitioned for the creation
of an African American studies
department at Tufts.
In introductory remarks for
Williams’ address, Professor of
History Peniel Joseph said the
symposium created an opportunity to discuss issues that do not
often come up.
“We have to
be able to speak those unspeakable things,” Joseph said. “Tufts
University has to have spaces
where people feel comfortable
talking about race and diversity,
even when they disagree.”
Joseph said the movement for
civil equality and social harmony
in this country is a long-term
one. “This is an ongoing struggle,” he said. “This is a struggle
for long marchers.”

The fundraiser started
with a dinner where faculty
and staff members waited
on attendees. A live auction
followed, and students were
offered the chance to bid on
items such as restaurant gift
certificates and larger-scale
items such as Red Sox tickets. All items were donated by
local businesses.
Faculty members also offered
various services in the auction,
including lunch with University
President Lawrence Bacow, an
evening of bowling with professors from the psychology
department and an affordable
Kaplan test prep course.
The $10 tickets for the dinner
and auction were completely
sold out, and the event boasted
a large turnout of 180 students,
according to senior Nicole
Cherng, the event’s organizer.
Alston-Follansbee was pleased
at the event’s success and
increased attendance.
“It looks like there are almost
twice as many people at the
event this year,” he said. “Thanks
really goes out to [former copresidents] Nicole and Fred
[Huang] for their organization
and publicity of this event.”
University Chaplain David
O’Leary said he has been volunteering to wait on tables at
the annual fundraiser for about
seven years and also highlighted the night’s turnout. “I think
we’re going to set all sorts of
records with the number of
people here today,” he said.
Both students and faculty

said they enjoyed the event.
Associate Professor of Biology
Philip Starks said it was his first
time at the event, but indicated
that it would not be his last.
“A lot of the other faculty
members here have been coming for years and I see why,”
Starks said. “It’s a lot of fun. I’m
always the teacher, so it’s nice
turning the tables for once and
taking care of them.”
Students and faculty found
the event’s Mardi Gras theme
entertaining.
Decorations
around the hall and the accessories and colorful hats worn by
the faculty servers contributed
to the atmosphere.
Students in attendance said
that they had fun and appreciated being able to speak to some
of their professors in passing as
they were serving tables.
“It’s nice to see professors
in an environment other than
the classroom,” sophomore
Amber Jackson, a first-time
attendee, said. “This auction is
a really great idea, and they’re
giving away really cool things.
This event was definitely worth
coming to.”
The night of dining and bidding was exciting for many. “This
is definitely a good time for groups
to get together and support the
community and their faculty,”
said sophomore Nunu Luo.
Other faculty who served at the
event include Robyn Gittleman,
director of the Experimental
College, Lee Minardi, senior lecturer of civil and environmental
engineering and Doug Matson,
associate professor of mechanical engineering.
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Nutrition expert and ‘Today Show’
personality gives advice at Tufts
BY

EMILY MARETSKY |
NICE SHOES, LET’S DATE

Reputation
vs.
realization

ROBIN CAROL

Daily Editorial Board

At five feet tall, nutrition expert Joy Bauer
said she has trouble finding shoes high
enough to make her the same height as the
hosts on NBC’s “The Today Show.” But with a
thriving private nutrition practice and a new
cookbook on the way, anyone else might
have more trouble filling her shoes than
finding them.
Bauer gave pointers on eating well to Tufts
undergraduates, Friedman nutrition students and faculty on Friday during the third
annual “Eat Your Way to Better Health” dinner, organized by senior Arielle Carpenter.
As the founder of the campus organization FoodTalk, Carpenter, who met Bauer
while working at Bauer’s daughter’s summer
camp, knew that she would be a good fit for
the event.
“She has experience speaking with a
very diverse audience and she’s a very wellversed speaker. She can adapt what she’s
going to speak about to this audience,”
Carpenter said.
Bauer’s remarks were tailored to a college crowd. She discussed the “sweatpants
syndrome” and the best snacks to eat before
an exam and dispelled myths that coffee is
inherently unhealthy. She said that although
many college students might not be overly
concerned with nutrition, her private practice sees plenty of those who are.
“We see a lot of kids after their freshman year. During the summer and during
Christmas break, their parents make them
appointments,” she said. Even Bauer, now a
recognizable spokesperson for healthy eating, said that she put on the “freshman 10”
as an undergraduate. She added that with
the rise in portion sizes, what was once the
“freshman” 10 is now the “freshman 15.”
In order to keep weight gain to a minimum, Bauer recommended a few key steps.
“Eat during the day every five hours and
try to control your eating late into the evenings,” Bauer said. “Be thoughtful about
what you have on hand to munch on while
studying and moderate the drinking, and
know once you have a buzz on, so you won’t
go whole hog and pig out. I tell people to
alternate every alcoholic drink with a soda or
seltzer water and to have tote-able foods on
hand that are easy to grab and don’t need to
be refrigerated, like soy crisps, cheese sticks,

D

COURTESY ARIELLE CARPENTER

Students enjoyed food and a talk on nutrition by Joy Bauer at the “Eat Your Way to Better
Health” dinner.
healthy cereal and nutrition bars.”
Bauer, who was a competitive gymnast in
college, said that she ended up in the nutrition field by accident.
“Keep in mind I wasn’t a nutrition major!
I was always a big salad eater, I was a big
bowl of cereal girl in the morning and in college my biggest indulgence was biscuits at
Popeye’s. Every once in a while I’d go through
that drive-through, but because of athletics I
always paid a lot of attention to what I was
putting into my body.”
An accident put an end to her gymnastics
career, and Bauer said that she redirected
her focus from sports into academics.
“I became a science major, and thought
I’d be a pediatrician,” she said. “I wanted to
take time off before taking the MCAT, and
someone told me, ‘you have good grades

— go get a graduate degree in nutrition.’
With my first class, the light bulb went off,
and I went, ‘Oh my God, I have a passion
for health, I love working with people, I care
about the way I look and I love to eat!’ You
put all those things together and I was supposed to be in the field of nutrition.”
Between her nutrition practice, her television appearances and her books and articles, Bauer is certainly busy. Her eighth book,
“Slim and Scrumptious,” will be released in a
matter of weeks. It features 80 recipes, with
stamps of approval from Bauer’s own children, for comfort foods without the guilt.
“I love whatever project I’m working on. I
like the writing, I like television, I like cooking
and I like working with clients. And that’s the
see BAUER, page 3

Students with chronic illnesses face challenges
Diabetes, asthma, depression intensify difficulty of college life for some
BY

WILLIAM C. WINTER AND
WILLIAM K. WINTER
Daily Staff Writers

While some college students take their
health for granted, those living with chronic illnesses must be far more vigilant than
many of their classmates. The presence of
illnesses in everyday life can affect more

than just one’s health, as those dealing
with their conditions must learn to balance
their academic lives with the maintenance
of their well being. Students with diabetes,
for example, need to monitor their bloodsugar levels several times a day.
Sophomore Jordana Woodley, a diabetic, said she is careful about her diet,
which allows her to focus on things other

MCT

Blood sugar levels are a constant concern for students with diabetes.

than her illness.
“Monitoring blood sugar isn’t that hard,
Woodley said. “You can do it anywhere,
such as discreetly in class … The hardest
thing is when your blood sugar is high or
low and you’re feeling the physical effects
in class or in an exam.”
Diabetes is becoming a pandemic
across the United States. In 2007, there
were over 23 million people in the
country that had been diagnosed with
diabetes, according to the American
Diabetes Association.
The disease is caused by a flaw in
glucose metabolism. When an individual
eats, nearly all of the carbohydrates in
his or her food are broken down into
glucose molecules. After digestion, these
small glucose molecules enter the blood
stream. In most individuals, the body is
able to recognize the blood’s increased
sugar concentration and release insulin,
which allows the body to store the surplus sugar in the liver and muscles. In a
diabetic individual, the body is unable to
manage the blood’s sugar levels.
There are two main varieties of diabetes. Type-1 diabetes, often called juvenile
diabetes, is the less common form and
often appears during middle to late childhood. In individuals with type-1 diabetes, the body cannot produce sufficient
see ILLNESSES, page 4

uring sophomore year, I was
briefly involved with a guy that
my friends affectionately still call
“Sketchy Mike.” I had just gone out
on a good first date with him, and when I
returned to Bush Hall later that that evening, I excitedly recounted our dinner to
my friends.
“Wait, what did you say his last name was
again?” one friend asked. I replied, and she
paused for a second. Then she grimaced.
“I knew that name sounded familiar!”
she said, before she proceeded to detail
Sketchy Mike’s history with the past couple
of girls that he’d hooked up with and was
“less than kind to” afterwards.
I didn’t heed her advice to back off at first,
but the next time Sketchy Mike and I went
out, it was all I could think about. When
he proceeded to make the same move my
friend had described him pulling on other
women, I grabbed my stuff and booked it.
For a long time, I’ve considered someone’s history to be the best insight into their
character and would never get involved
with someone whose track record preceded
them. There are plenty of “bad boys” who
can come off as sweet at first, but their history says the most about them.
But the more I’ve thought about it,
the more I’ve started to second guess the
value of someone’s reputation. To what
extent should a person’s reputation follow them around like a shadow? How
far should you extend the benefit of the
doubt and give someone a chance to
prove that they’ve changed?
To get things straight, I’m not talking
about the cute guy who’s “too cool for
school but goes anyway” kind of crush
— I’m thinking about the guy who has a
reputation for getting around or a girl who
cheated on an ex-boyfriend.
Someone’s personal history isn’t irrelevant — it’s understandable to question someone who’s been unfaithful, for
example, because it says something about
his or her character and can foreshadow
future behavior.
It’s important to know what you’re getting yourself into. If you’ve heard someone described as “not much of a relationship person,” well, don’t go into it expecting a relationship.
On the other hand, give things a chance.
You never know — maybe that girl or guy
turned over a new leaf. It’s worth giving
someone a second chance to prove that
they’ve changed, so long as you’re prepared
if they do live up to everything you’ve heard.
It’s one of those “hope for the best, prepare for the worst” situations.
A friend of mine has recently been testing
the waters with someone whose reputation
precedes him, trying to balance the dubious stories from his past with the optimistic
chance that he’s changed.
After hearing about his hookup adventures from freshman year and the way he
had treated women in the past, she had
dismissed him when they first met.
However, as she got to know him better,
she started to see that his reputation wasn’t
the only side of him. Still, mutual friends
kept dropping lines like, “You’re a good girl,
just watch out with him,” and, “Just remember that I told you so.”
She gave him a chance, but remained
cautious. “I guess it’s kind of like a guilty
until proven innocent situation,” she said.
“If you have doubts about someone, it takes
a little more to build trust.”
The jury is still deliberating on her
case, but I think that my friend is in
a good position if things work out or
not. Her open-mindedness with a side of
skepticism seems like a good attitude to
approach not only dating, but getting to
know people in general.

Emily Maretsky is a senior majoring in
engineering psychology. She can be reached
at Emily.Maretsky@tufts.edu.
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Today Show nutritionist gives “Slim
and Scrumptious” advice at Tufts

Students struggle with asthma, diabetes, and depression

BAUER
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nice part of this field. There’s so many things
you can do,” she said. “It’s important for college kids to know that your first job doesn’t
have to be your dream job, but you have to
be passionate. You can’t coast, and you want
to take advantage of everything you do at that
job because each job is an opportunity.”
The enthusiasm that Bauer has for her
work hasn’t subsided.
“The best part is helping people or enabling
people to completely change their lives for
the better. There is nothing more rewarding,” she said. “I never stop getting the goose
bumps and having my heart race and getting the chills over these [weight loss] stories.
These people wear bathing suits, they’re off
medication; they run marathons. This is the
most rewarding job in the world.”
With a rising obesity epidemic in America,
Bauer’s job is increasingly important, as well
as enjoyable. During her talk, she displayed
several maps charting the rise in obesity over
the last several decades. She said that changing the direction of those trends can only
come from efforts on the part of both the
government and individuals.
“I think it’s both, and it can only happen if individuals take ownership over it.
It doesn’t matter how many changes there
are legislation-wise — you can still overeat.
Ownership is on us, on each person taking
charge,” she said.
Bauer said that her passion is in publicizing information that can help Americans
make good choices, but the responsibility
ultimately lies with each person.
“At the beginning of my career, I had this
fantasy that I had all this great information
and I was going to go out and change the
health of all Americans. But I can only help
and change people who want to listen and
want to change and follow my advice. There
are people stuck in their ways who don’t want
to listen and I realize that’s totally OK, because
there are enough people out there who do,”
she said.
After her talk, Bauer fielded questions from
the audience, many of which focused on topics like genetically modified foods, organic

amounts of insulin. An insulin deficiency
results in dangerously high levels of glucose in the blood, which greatly affects
mood and can result in insatiable thirst.
Type-2 diabetes is far more prevalent.
In affected individuals, the body is able to
produce insulin, but their cells are unresponsive to insulin. Common symptoms
of type-2 diabetes include tiredness, agitation, tingling and persistent thirst and
need to urinate.
Blood sugar concentrations of individuals with either type of diabetes need
to be carefully monitored. This is usually
done using a portable indicator that samples a small amount of blood from one
the individual’s fingers. If the concentration of glucose in the blood is too high,
diabetics can use an injection of insulin
to regulate the glucose. If sugar levels
are too low, the individual should consume something with a modest amount
of carbohydrates, such as a small piece of
bread or low-sugar candy.
“I have type-1, and if you manage
blood sugar when eating, it’s not that big
of a problem,” Woodley said. “If you’re
careful about managing your eating or
drinking you’ll be fine.”
Students with diabetes need to carefully watch their diet. “A lot of doctors
recommend carb counting and we recommend that people who need that type
of nutritional information consult with a
nutritionist at dining services,” Medical
Director of Tufts Health Service Margaret
Higham said.
Asthma is another chronic illness
that many college students live with.
The condition arises from trachea
inflammation, which results in difficulty breathing. More than 22 million
individuals in the United States suffered from asthma in 2006, according
to the National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute. Inflammation occurs spontaneously, which could be a major problem if it occurs after physical activity
when respiration is most important.

COURTESY ARIELLE CARPENTER

Joy Bauer, a regular on “The Today Show,”
advised Tufts students on proper dietary
habits last Friday.
foods, vegetarianism and artificial ingredients. In trying to address varying concerns,
Bauer said she tries to maintain a middle
ground and make healthy eating accessible to
as many people as possible.
“I don’t want to be an elitist,” she said.
“I want to provide information for every
American and I want it to be affordable, manageable and realistic. If there is someone who
can do the extra ‘oomph’ and go organic, local
and can spend the money, great, but I want
to present information that can really reach
everyone. I don’t want to lose everyone with
overwhelming advice.”
That strategy seems to have been working well for Bauer, and for many students, it
seemed to resonate. In the midst of eating her
healthy dinner, senior Anne Jacob said she
learned a lot from Bauer’s advice.
“You can eat healthy and delicious!”
Jacob said.

However, walking up and down Tufts’
hills should not necessarily worsen
asthma. “There are quite a number of
Olympic athletes that have asthma and
are able to achieve peak athletic performance, Higham said. “Being on a hill isn’t
really an issue.”
Although there currently is not a treatment that eliminates asthma completely,
inhalers provide quick relief while oral
medication can aid in long-term management of the illness.
Sophomore Sara Matasci has been living with asthma for long enough to get
used to doing so. “It’s really something
I’ve learned to live with,” Matasci said.
“I take my medication every day and do
what I’ve got to do. I’ve had it since birth
so I’m used to it.”
While diabetes and asthma are fairly
easy to diagnose, some students suffer
from a variety of mental illnesses, such as
depression and anxiety disorders, which
have more covert symptoms. Between
five and eight percent of people in the
United States will suffer from a serious mental illness during a given year,
according to the National Alliance on
Mental Illness.
Major depression is particularly
common on college campuses. More
than just the everyday blues, depression is a linked to low levels of norepinephrine, serotonin and dopamine
levels in the brain and may require
medical intervention.
However, many students do not seek
professional help. “Some people are
unaware they have depression,” Higham
said. “Other times they might think they
might, but [view depression] as a personal failure.”
Higham stressed that, whatever the
illness is, students should make sure to
seek the treatment they need.
“Chronic conditions are so different,”
Higham said. “The unifying theme is that
getting care and being consistent with
whatever your treatment would be and
reaching out for help will help people deal
with medical conditions,” Higham said.
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MITCHELL GELLER | SLINGS AND ARROWS

Gorillaz packs vibrant sound in latest
concept album ‘Plastic Beach’
BY

PAUL REILLY

Contributing Writer

Leave it to a fake band to make a
concept album about a plastic society
sound so real. Leave it to the synthesiz-

Plastic Beach
Gorillaz
Virgin Records
ers that create most of the sounds and
melodies on “Plastic Beach,” the ambitious new undertaking by the virtual
band Gorillaz, to sound so vibrant and
full of life. Leave it to a genre-bending
hip-hop project to create a perfectly
constructed pop album. Well, it should
have been obvious: Who better to make
2010’s most stunning, colorful album
than a band made out of colors and
lights themselves?
Casting aside all virtual band pretentions for a minute, Gorillaz is the
musical brainchild of Blur frontman
Damon Albarn, who keeps his Britpop
beginnings in his past and uses the

Gorillaz as an outlet for experimentation and collaboration. What was
initially viewed as a gimmicky side
project by skeptics has evolved into
something much larger than anyone anticipated. Internationally, the
Jamie Hewlett-penned personas of 2D,
Noodle, Murdoc and Russel are bigger superstars than Albarn himself:
the virtual band’s first two full-length
albums “Gorillaz” (2001) and “Demon
Days” (2005) were critically lauded and
sold over six million units apiece.
Albarn was always the mastermind
behind the band’s organization and
songwriting — and the production
of “Plastic Beach” — but the band’s
incorporeal nature allows for a great
collaborative capability, a potential
on which Albarn fully capitalizes like
never before on this latest album.
De La Soul, the legendary rappers
featured on the smash single “Feel
Good Inc.” from “Demon Days,” return
with a rap on the album’s second single, “Superfast Jellyfish.” The latter is
one of the few songs on the album
that can be a bit divisive. The words
are clever at times, but the stunted
flow and voicebox-augmented delivery

TV REVIEW

ZACHARY DRUCKER

Daily Editorial Board

Last year on “Important Things with
Demetri Martin,” the eponymous off-beat
comedian got rid of his rodent infestation

Important Things with Demetri
Martin
Starring Demetri Martin
Airs Thursdays at 10 p.m. on
Comedy Central
with the power of Jesus, creating a merciless
holy war between Christian and Muslim vermin. He called Amanda Peet a “whore” on a
number of occasions, throwing a vase in a
fit of rage. Finally, he even contracted polio
in his man-parts through his escapades as
a time-traveling gigolo, gorging his sexual
appetite on the likes of Mary Magdalene.
Now in its second season, Comedy
Central’s sketch variety show is back, with
high doses of quirky, awkward humor.
Infusing sketch comedy with stand-up
vignettes, “Important Things” mimics
Comedy Central’s “Chappelle’s Show” (20032006), except this host is a nerdy Greek guy
from New Jersey.
With an eccentric sense of humor and a
deadpan delivery, Martin has always been

I

MYSPACE.COM

A family portrait of the virtual band
Gorillaz.
can be a little annoying. Luckily, Super
Furry Animals frontman Gruff Rhys
replicates his band’s catchy futurepop sound with impeccable style when
see GORILLAZ, page 6

THEATER REVIEW

Martin shows viewers
‘Importance’ of good TV
BY

Trust him.
He’s a
doctor.

on the vanguard of the comedy scene.
Known for using drawings, one-liners and
guitar during his stand-up routines, he
quickly gained popularity as a comic and a
correspondent for Comedy Central’s “The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart.” Stewart’s production company, Busboy Productions, also
produces “Important Things,” and Stewart
serves as an executive producer of the show.
Martin recently jumped into the public
eye with a lead role in Ang Lee’s film, “Taking
Woodstock” (2009). He is now back anchoring “Important Things” and making it one
of the best shows on television that no one
watches. Each week, Martin chooses one
significant-yet-broad subject around which
the entire episode is based.
Thus far, the second season has showcased topics ranging from “Attention”
to “Strategy.” In the “Attention” episode,
Martin played a loquacious, villainous
henchman as well as the disgruntled
owner of “Bruce the Funny Dog,” a bloodhound who has the unbearable habit of
wearing oversized hats and sunglasses at
the least appropriate moments.
“Important Things” has kept some recurring sketch themes from last season, like
“Demetrocles,” in which Martin analyzes
something related to the show’s theme as if
he were an ancient Greek philosopher.
Furthermore, new bits like “Good, Bad or
see DEMETRI, page 7

COURTESY AMERICAN REPERTORY THEATER

“Paradise Lost” portrays trials and tribulations of the Gordon family.

Risky ‘Paradise
Lost’ incorporates
blend of media
BY

MICHELLE BEEHLER

Daily Editorial Board

In its current production of
Clifford Odets’ “Paradise Lost,” the
American Repertory Theater creates

Paradise Lost
Written by Clifford Odets
Directed by Daniel Fish
At the Loeb Drama Center
through Mar. 20
Tickets $25 to $69
a new genre of entertainment that is
a mixture of cinematic and theatrical
media. Directed by Daniel Fish, the
production toys with avant-garde
techniques to gain at once a more
detached and intimate perspective
of one family’s dissolution during
the Depression.
Despite having a plot that is
steeped with traditional American
themes and values, Fish’s interpretation is continuously experimental
and risky in its attempt to reinvent

TVGUIDE.COM

Fans of chart humor should check out “Important Things.”

see PARADISE, page 6

t doesn’t actually matter when Dr. Dre
finally decides to release “Detox” — his follow-up album to “2001” (1999) — because
no one is going to buy it.
You forgot about Dre, didn’t you?
The good doctor is an interesting character. He was the producer and DJ for seminal
West Coast gangster rap group N.W.A., then
he was the biggest producer in the game,
then he was a rapper. Now he’s middle aged,
and it doesn’t really matter anymore.
His only feature song on N.W.A.’s “Straight
Outta Compton” (1988) is “Express Yourself,”
a four and a half minute protest song against
censorship that includes the bafflingly out
of character line, “I don’t smoke weed or
cess/ ’Cause it’s known to give a brother
brain damage.” And then four years later
he released an album called “The Chronic”
(1992), an ode to marijuana. Go figure. Dre
never really solidified a coherent persona,
so for a while he’s been going with “reclusive
perfectionist.”
On his smash hit “Forgot About Dre” (2000),
Dr. Dre raps furiously that in the seven years
between “The Chronic” and “2001” he had
begun to fade into obsolescence. Big things
happened between 1992 and 1999 in the rap
world, and Dre was busy with much of it, producing all of Snoop Dogg’s breakout album
and a number of tracks for Tupac Shakur
and Nas, two of the biggest names in ’90s hip
hop.
How is Dre going to follow up “Forgot
About Dre” when we’ve forgotten “Forgot
About Dre?” Eminem took a major step into
the limelight with “Forgot About Dre,” but
now even he seems unnecessary as the awkward older-generation rapper who sticks
out on the latest remix of Drake’s “Forever”
(2010).
For the record: Drake was six years old
when “The Chronic” came out; he was thirteen when “Forgot About Dre” hit.
A lot of people are comparing “Detox” to
the Guns N’ Roses (GnR) album, “Chinese
Democracy.” GnR promised “Chinese
Democracy” in 1994 and fans waited fifteen
years until 2007 for it to finally drop. I bought
“Chinese Democracy” at Best Buy for $14.99
on Black Friday 2007; I’ll never forget that. I
wasn’t a huge GnR fan, but it was important.
And today, two years later, I still haven’t listened to it.
The major difference between the GnR
album and “Detox” is that I won’t buy
“Detox.”
Don’t get me wrong; I love Dr. Dre. “The
Chronic” is one of my favorite albums, and I
respect what he’s done for hip hop throughout
his (almost unheard of) 23-year career, but at
this point we don’t really need “Detox” — Dre
has earned his place on Mount Rapmore. He
could retire if he wanted to.
For the past 11 years the only thing that Dr.
Dre has really worked on are projects from
his line of protégés, namely Eminem, Fifty
Cent and The Game. That’s glossing over a lot
of work, but it’s a lot of forgettable work, like
the two weakest tracks on Raekwon’s 2009
opus “Only Built 4 Cuban Linx Pt. II.”
The rumors swirling around this album
are ridiculous, from Dre recording over 400
songs that he’s currently attempting to whittle into an album to Dre taking piano lessons
from none other than Burt Bacharach for
some orchestral pieces.
Don’t think about that last bit too hard,
though, because none of us will hear any of it
any time soon. Just this past January, the ever
elusive Dr. Dre announced in an interview
that he’s holding the album back for at least
another year. Maybe Dre will release “Detox”
in time for my graduation? Yeah, not bloody
likely.
It isn’t that I’m ready to hate “Detox.” I just
won’t listen to it because there’s no way that
it will ever live up to my former hopes for it.
Detox: 0 out of 5 stars.
Mitchell Geller is a junior majoring in psychology and English. He can be reached at
Mitchell.Geller@tufts.edu.
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MOVIE REVIEW

‘A Prophet’ captures power
struggles in French prison
BY

ALLEN IRWIN

Daily Staff Writer

The new French prison drama from
director Jacques Audiard (“The Beat That
My Heart Skipped,” 2005), “A Prophet,”

A Prophet (Un prophète)
Starring Tahar Rahim, Niels
Arestrup, Adel Bencherif
Directed by Jacques Audiard
follows Malik El Djebena from the first
day he enters prison until the day of
his release. There is little evidence to
suggest anything of his life before prison other than his Arab descent and a
generalized feeling of impoverishment.
The film, rather than trying to provide
explanations for its characters’ actions,
simply observes, letting the audience
ask the questions. With this approach,
“A Prophet” becomes a meditation on
power, race and morality.
Malik (Tahar Rahim) enters prison
as a proverbial blank slate. Soon after
he is settled, the leader of the Corsican
gang, César (Niels Arestrup), approaches Malik with an order to kill a fellow
inmate, or face his own death. The man
Malik is ordered to kill turns out to be a
decent person, offering Malik some of
his books and telling him about going
to school in prison. When the time
comes, Malik almost botches the murder. This is the first time Malik has
killed someone, but “A Prophet” fails to
discuss how he feels about his actions.
From this point on Malik works for
César, who becomes somewhat of a
father figure who elicits more fear than
love from Malik. As the years go by,
Malik makes more connections with
men in and outside of prison, establishes his own drug trade and eventually moves his way up to be César’s right
hand man.
All of this leads up to a power shift

between Malik and César. As César’s
men get transferred to other prisons
and his connections to the outside
are weakened, he turns to Malik for
help. Even without this situation being
played out, the film has now come
full circle: Malik has gone from the
innocent, uneducated delinquent to an
intelligent, capable gangster.
“A Prophet” is as much about Malik’s
journey as it is about the criminal,
racial and authoritative tensions that
exist in France’s prisons and, seemingly,
in France itself. Audiard does not show
any events that occur outside of Malik’s
prison sentence for a specific purpose,
allowing for a purer experience of the
story within the prison, without any of
the contemporary political and social
context of France. The story works as an
allegory for the state of France, as well
as a character drama of one man’s late
coming of age.
The film’s style also lends itself well
to the kind of reserved, observational approach Audiard wants to create.
Audiard brings a documentary-ethnographic feel to prison life, using handheld camerawork that doesn’t draw
attention to itself, but effectively relays
the gritty nature of prison life. There
are a few scenes when other techniques
break through, such as when different film stock or slow motion is used,
always in conjunction with Malik’s
point of view.
There are also moments in the film
when Malik sees and speaks with the
man whom he killed early in the film.
There is no way of knowing whether
these encounters are externalizations
of Malik’s conscience, his internal dialogue or a mystical connection with
another person’s spirit; again, Audiard
leaves interpretation up to the viewers.
There is no question, however, that “A
Prophet” withholds just enough information to keep audiences asking questions. Ultimately Audiard wants audiences, like Malik, to learn through a
trial by fire.

MOVIEPLAYER.IT

Malik and César share a complex relationship in “A Prophet.”

COURTESY AMERICAN REPERTORY THEATER

The Gordon parents try to survive their family’s dissolution.

Strong performances hold high-concept
‘Paradise’ together
PARADISE
continued from page 5

and capture a glimpse of 1930s America.
Before the show even starts, a westernstyle film is playing on the set’s gigantic
movie screen. The dialogue starts just
as the film is ending and the credits are
rolling across the screen. The beginning of the show occurs at the end of
something else, but like many elements
of the play, it is a little unclear how the
two connect.
The Gordon family is the center of
the play. The show begins at the family’s kitchen table; it is also the place
of arguments and the older son Ben’s
(Hale Appleman) marriage announcement. Things quickly begin to fall apart
as the characters are forced to leave
the table and face responsibility, the
failing economy and death. Problems
escalate far beyond what the parents,
Clara (Sally Wingert) and Leo (David
Chandler), can handle. It’s not long
before Clara’s easy answer to everything — to eat a piece of fruit —
becomes trivial and nostalgic.
While the stage is always visually
appealing, it also threatens to distract
too much from the characters and plot.
A gigantic movie screen acts as the backdrop and a window of intimacy as a camera follows the actors off stage and into
corners obscured from the audience’s
view. While the movie screen might
allow for the actors to feel hidden and
private, it also exposes them in gigantic
terms at odd angles to outside viewers.
The definition of theater is challenged
here as technology is used to reveal the
characters in new and different ways.
Microphones are another innovative adaptation to the production.
Occasionally, a microphone is used for
emphasis, such as when the younger Gordon son Julie (T. Ryder Smith)
addresses his family and the audience
as both an actor and a radio announcer.
A microphone can also act as an ele-

ment of feigned privacy when the characters are off stage and appear on the
movie screen.
The blending of media from film to
radio to theater is an interesting concept, but in “Paradise Lost,” the effect
fails to stun and inspire. At times, it’s
simply disjointing and distracting. But
there are moments when the vision is
almost there, such as the short movie
that is played of Ben and Libby’s (Merritt
Janson) wedding. The wedding video
might succeed because it is separate
from the play itself, filmed and put
together previously, unlike the live
film moments, which tend to be dark,
awkward visuals of critical moments
and conversations. But while the wedding video is excellent in itself, exposing moments of family tension and the
first signs of Ben’s weakness, its incision
in the performance is jarring and surreal. Questions remain about when the
movie took place and whether or not it
is imagined.
The acting in the performance is what
holds the work together. It’s unfortunate
that the set and tech sometimes get
in the way of the performances. In his
portrayal, Chandler captures the breaking of an idealistic man. Odets does not
spare good and honest people — everyone is subject to tragedy. But even after
so much loss and despair, Leo remains
steadfast in grappling for a sense of fairness and morality in the world.
Smith is another standout in the performance. Experiencing a slow decay of
a different sort — physically instead of
idealistically — Julie is simultaneously
the tearjerker and clown of the family.
Smith, with his aimless wandering and
quirky behavior, creates a Julie that is
sometimes child-like in behavior, but
infinitely wiser than many of the other
characters in the show.
“Paradise Lost” is onstage until March
20th at the Loeb Drama Center in
Cambridge. Student tickets are available.

‘Plastic Beach’ keeps listeners entertained from beginning to end
GORILLAZ
continued from page 5

singing the track’s addictive hook.
The album’s first single, “Stylo,”
thumps with a smooth disco beat and
soars straight into the heavens with
Bobby Womack’s breathtaking vocals.
The R&B legend is just as strong and
soulful as he was in his prime, both
on “Stylo” and the track “Cloud of
Unknowing.”
Snoop Dogg delivers a trademark lazy
rap on “Welcome to the World of the
Plastic Beach.” The rapper smoothly
sails upon a rising sea of pulsing bass
lines and vocorder harmonies, and the
track serves as the perfect paradoxical

introduction to the titular eco-apocalyptic paradise.
The best song on the album is “White
Flag,” which starts with some exotic
Arabian strings and rhythms aptly
delivered by The Lebanese National
Orchestra for Oriental Arabic Music
before abruptly taking a grimier turn.
British musicians Kano and Bashy drop
politically-charged verses over synthetic blips before the two main melodies
combine in a harmonious climax.
Awe-inspiring climaxes are abundant on “Plastic Beach,” with dozens
of moments of musical bliss. The jagged synths and chants in the chorus of
“Rhinestone Eyes” hit with the force of

a meteor each time they come around.
“Empire Ants” strikes a perfect balance
between the album’s two dominating
moods, transitioning from chilling and
soulful to a majestic disco breakdown
halfway through. The next song, “Glitter
Freeze,” simply features a succession of
crescendos that deliver a shiver down
listeners’ spines.
A glowing blurb could be written
for each of the 15 stellar tracks on the
album, but at some point it just gets
redundant. The scope of the album is
simply too large to give each track equal
credit, no matter how much praise
they all deserve. However, it would be
remiss not to mention “Some Kind of

Nature,” a joint effort with Lou Reed
that bounces along with each piano
note, or the relaxed one-two of “On
Melancholy Hill” and “Broken,” which
waft and croon, and allow the listener
to breathe at last.
Listeners may complain that “Plastic
Beach” lacks the mega-hit quality of
“Clint Eastwood” or “Feel Good Inc.”
But as is the case with most bands’
magnum opuses, no track stands
above the rest because each song is
equally incredible. Thematically,
“Plastic Beach” is Damon Albarn’s “An
Inconvenient Truth” (2006), but musically, it’s nothing short of his “Paul’s
Boutique” (1989).
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Martin’s creativity captivates viewers
DEMETRI
continued from page 5

Interesting” are sure to pique interest among
viewers. In this skit Martin takes an action —
like doing the stop, drop and roll — and tells
his audience when would be a good time, a
bad time and an interesting time to perform
such an action.
Creative transitions and continuous jokes
captivate viewers as Martin employs graphs
and audience members for his comedy.
Martin, who has donned an awkward persona throughout his comedic career, frequently
parodies social situations.
A recurring segment features Martin at a
party, his crooning inner monologue having
an internal etiquette struggle. In one sketch,
for example, Martin sings about talking to
a fellow whose name he cannot remember.
A similar sketch presents Martin in a moral
dilemma, as he doesn’t know if he should
take a second slice of pizza because some

people have not had their first. Since these
jokes are relatable to a college demographic,
the show pertains to young adults and acts
as a welcome half-hour escape from the
stresses of college life.
The one issue that has plagued the show’s
run is its inconsistency. Often “Important
Things” will air one episode that is utterly
devoid of humor, yet when this show is
good, it’s very good and sure to induce sidesplitting laughter.
The final seven episodes of the second season of “Important Things” are sure to dazzle,
as the hilarious Fred Willard makes a guest
appearance, and cast members like H. Jon
Benjamin (the voice of Sterling Archer in FX’s
new series “Archer”) deliver laughs. For fans of
Martin’s stand-up and fans of sketch comedy
in general, “Important Things” is a must-see.
“Important Things with Demitri
Martin” airs on Thursdays at 10 p.m. on
Comedy Central.
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Demetri holds professorship at Smart-Ass University.

Free Pizza: Not Just the Stuff of Dreams


English Majors Meeting
Monday, March 8th
East Hall Lounge
12:00-1:15 PM
Join English Department faculty for informal conversation, a
truly free lunch, and answers to all your questions about
majoring in English. Learn about how majoring in English
can not only be fun and rewarding but also extremely useful
for prospering in the world of work.

All are welcome!
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EDITORIAL

Diversity representation on campus still needs work
As a university, Tufts prides itself on
its acceptance and encouragement of
diversity. With nearly a quarter of the
class of 2013 identifying as “students of
color” and a strong international representation, Tufts is widely recognized
as a diverse school. Indeed, university
President Lawrence Bacow’s appointment to President Obama’s Board of
Advisors on Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCU) seems not
only to be an acknowledgment of his
achievements in promoting diversity
during his tenure as president of the
university, but also the strengths of
Tufts as a school in supporting and
recognizing diversity. The university’s
two-day symposium entitled “Barack
Obama and American Democracy” over
this past weekend also afforded further
opportunity for Tufts to highlight and
promote dialogue around racial and
ethnic diversity.
President Bacow’s appointment to
such a prestigious position is certainly deserved. But the appointment
should not be taken as a sign that the

university can now assume that it
offers minorities enough opportunities. Rather the appointment, along
with the issues raised at the recent
symposium, highlight the progress
that still needs to be made.
Tufts has made great strides in minority representation. These include the
Office of Institutional Diversity, created
under president Bacow, and the goal of
the Group of Six to give minority groups
on campus a voice. However, as many
students and professors have emphasized, there are still numerous students
on campus who feel that they lack a
voice. Tufts still does not have an African
American studies department, though
there has been considerable student
demand for one, according to President
of the African Student Organization
Vivian Mbawuike. Additionally, while
the Group of Six specializes in support
and resources for many groups, others are left without the same level of
institutional support. Muslim students,
for example, are not represented in the
Group of Six.

Tufts also has progress to make in
terms of faculty diversity, as do many
schools in the Boston area. Only 7.7
percent of all tenure-tracked professors at Tufts identify as either African
American or Hispanic. Not only does
this deficiency in the diversity of faculty leave the university without the
varied perspective and experience
that ethnic diversity offers, but it can
leave minority students hard-pressed
to find role models within their academic community. In general, the
reactions to Bacow’s HBCU appointment and the symposium reveal that
many students and professors feel
that racial identity is not discussed
nearly enough on campus.
While Tufts certainly channels a significant amount of effort into maintaining and supporting an ethnically diverse campus, it should not take
Bacow’s nomination as a sign that we
have crossed the finish line. There are
still many improvements that can be
made that will allow for greater equality
and diversity on the Tufts campus.
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BY

HAYLEY IMEL

The Daily O’Collegian

It seems as though NBC has had a case
of the night terrors recently.
The late-night talk show host debacle
cooled during the Winter Olympics only
to resurface this past week. Jay Leno
returned to his original spot, Jimmy Fallon
is still hanging onto threads and Conan
O’Brien was not-so-quietly squeezed out
of the lineup with a healthy compensation package.
In theory, this may sound like a happy
ending for these three bears, but in
reality, I think viewers are more upset
at Goldilocks (NBC) for eating all of
Conan’s porridge.
Another unappetizing side effect for
NBC: Leno comes off as something of a
villain for taking O’Brien’s spot, which is
evident in the ratings. Adam Bryant of TV
Guide Magazine said although Leno’s ratings were above O’Brien’s average, he was
58 percent behind O’Brien’s first night as
host in June.
After 17 years as a successful host, Leno
now finds himself as a comeback kid.

This past Tuesday, Leno was hoping
for a “smoking gun” show to keep up
momentum and keep out of the negative
headlines. Instead, he found a ratingpacking rifle from Alaska: Sarah Palin.
Palin is a bit of a comeback kid herself, considering the slew of media
mockery she encountered during the
presidential campaign, including a jab
at her family from late-night host David
Letterman once the election ended.
However, her appearance on Leno
yielded a much different response than
the former governor experienced from
the media in 2008.
Palin poked fun at herself in her usual,
self-depreciating style, discussed her
stance on politics and the media and did
a little stand-up. The former governor
made several comments about the growing Tea Party movement — comments
met with mid-sentence applause by the
in-house audience. Since when has a
conservative movement received such a
positive, welcoming reaction from New
York, a notoriously blue state?
On the left, Jonathan Capehart of The
Washington Post observed, “Sarah Palin

should never come as close as she did
to commanding the world stage as Vice
President of the United States, but if the
Tea Partying former governor of Alaska
wants to grace the late-night or talk show
stage, I’ll be a faithful watcher.”
However, New York Times writer Bill
Carter said Leno can contribute his “solid,
second night back” in large part due to
Palin’s opening monologue. Carter noted,
“The younger-adult rating matched Mr.
Leno’s number on Monday night, one
indication that Ms. Palin helped maintain the tune-in factor from Mr. Leno’s
first night back.”
The people appear to love watching
her — when she’s not running for office,
that is.
The moral of this story is simple: If
it’s not broke, why fix it? There are many
speculators who claim Palin is paving
the way for a White House position in
2012, but why would she break what she
already has going for her?
Palin can take a lesson from Leno and
keep the place she has in the media.
The porridge this Goldilocks has now is
just right.

Correction
In last Friday’s article “Mixed Marital Arts club works to gain recognition of relatively new combat sport,” Dave Ariel−Joel was
incorrectly referred to as Nadav Ariel−Joel.

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the editorialists, and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and editorials
of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
and Executive Business Director. A publication schedule and rate card are available upon request.
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OP-ED

The ExCollege looks to the future in FeedBack
BY

BENJI COHEN

The ebb and flow of higher education has caused
many changes to Tufts University. YouTube.com
video submissions are the newest addition to Tufts’
unique application process, fiscal responsibility has
become a watchword due to the present economic
climate and Dave’s Fresh Pasta might be added to
Meals on Points (MOPS), a move that would probably
be universally applauded. Firmly planted among the
nation’s most prestigious colleges and universities,
Tufts’ situation presents an ideal opportunity to analyze the realities of our school on the hill. Tufts rests
on a precipice — the school can continue to lead the
way as one of the top universities in the country, or
all the changes that are occurring simultaneously
can cause the school to stagnate. With the looming
departures of Tufts University President Larry Bacow
and Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences Robert
Sternberg, the impending arrival of a Green Line
MBTA stop on Boston Avenue, tuition costs that are
the most expensive in Massachusetts and applicant
pools that increase in size every year, there is no better time to take a look at our present crossroads and
forecast our unclear future.
The Experimental College (ExCollege) invites you
to take part in this conversation and think creatively
about how Tufts will navigate the next decade. On
Mar. 12 at 12 pm in the Chase Dining Room (attached
to Carmichael Hall), the Experimental College is
hosting FeedBack, a luncheon and roundtable discussion for faculty and students. This unique program provides an environment for the student body
and professors to interact as they discuss pertinent
issues relating to FeedBack’s timely theme: Tufts in
2020.
Faculty and student interaction is integral to a constructive learning environment. The ExCollege’s mission is to bring both groups together, and FeedBack
provides the opportunity for students and professors
to engage in compelling conversations outside of the
classroom setting. At the FeedBack event, faculty and
students will have a dialogue about pre-major advising, the merit of research and the benefits of teaching
and what education means. These open-ended topics
will result in a thoughtful, profound discourse.
This valuable opportunity relates to 2020, but also
is significant to your present Tufts career. The issues
that will be raised during the event are topics that the
ExCollege Board deemed pertinent in the present.
For example, higher education in general and Tufts
University specifically have undergone a seismic
shift in recent years from an emphasis on teaching
to a focus on research. Publications are a requirement for tenure — a more important component,

SCOTT TINGLEY/TUFTS DAILY

perhaps, than teaching. FeedBack will allow professors and students to share their opinions on such an
important topic. Has the emphasis on publications
made student-faculty relations more strained? Does
publishing raise the prestige of the university? Do
great teachers, who do not publish, get left out in the
cold? And is there a correlation between the emphasis on teaching versus research and the difficulty students face in getting letters of recommendation from
faculty for internships and jobs? These provocative
questions are bound to intrigue.
Creating a community on Tufts’ campus is an
extremely critical element of the college experience.
Oftentimes community can get lost in the shuffle of
classes, homework and exams. FeedBack is a great
opportunity to foster relationships with new people

and new faculty, and to bring Tufts closer together.
Rub elbows with a dean, mingle with Tufts Provost
and Senior Vice President Jamshed Bharucha, discuss the stress of being an admissions officer and
talk baseball with Professor of Judaic Studies Sol
Gittleman. Come to FeedBack — eat a delicious
lunch, learn a lot, meet some professors and have
a blast doing it. Attendance will be well worth your
time.
If you are interested in attending FeedBack, please
RSVP to excollege@tufts.edu or by calling 617-6273384.
Benji Cohen is a junior majoring in history. He is a member of the Experimental College Board.

‘R word’ awareness
BY

ANYA PRICE

One of the most admirable attributes of Tufts
University is the student body’s push for acceptance
and open mindedness. We strive to end ignorance
and bias on our campus, we strive to provide fair representation to minority groups in our multicultural
population and we have a large and vocal queer community: all aspects that bring unique and refreshing
perspectives to Tufts.
While this awareness makes me proud to be a
member of the Tufts community, I have noticed one
aspect that is clearly missing.
Multiple times each day, I will probably hear the
word “retarded” uttered by many of my peers, people
whom I respect and whose company I enjoy. Their
word choice, however, is less than desirable. For a
year and a half I have been bewildered by this observation, yet unsure how to make my opinion clear.
Perhaps it is the fact that criticizing one’s choice of
words may seem like violation of free speech; perhaps it is the fact that the word use is so prevalent; or
perhaps it is the fact that I have been worried about
sounding too accusatory. In the meantime, while I
gather the courage to speak my mind to my peers, I
can raise awareness through this op-ed.
As an ally and supporter of the gay community, I
welcome events such as National Coming Out Day
and National Day of Silence. However, these sup-

portive events serving to put a stop to ignorance cast
into sharp relief the lack of support for the mentally
handicapped community.
This past Wednesday, March 3, was a day on which
people were encouraged to “spread the word to end
the [R] word.” While many college campuses put up
flyers and sold T-shirts to raise awareness, there was
no mention of any such day at Tufts. In fact, the “R
word” was as prevalent as ever.
In emotional interviews posted on the Facebook.
com group of Spread the Word to End the Word, a
father of a mentally retarded girl says that it hurts
him deeply to hear people call unpleasant things
“retarded.” He says that the “R word” is something
that no father ever wants to hear. When people call
something “retarded,” they are essentially calling it
“bad,” and it breaks his heart to hear the same adjective that clinically classifies his daughter used in
such a malevolent way.
Were a person to use a racial slur or dismiss
something unfavorable as “gay,” it would be quickly
countered by his or her peers. Tufts does not promote
such intolerance, and the open minds and attitudes I
have seen here have inspired me. It brings me equal
dismay, however, to hear people using the word
“retarded” without consideration for the offense of
others.
Tufts community, take note: Offense is taken. My
mother teaches autistic pre-school age children, and

I have worked at her school over the summer and
developed a bond with many of them. A plethora
of my friends work in the summer at a camp in my
hometown for mentally handicapped people of many
ages, and working with these people has changed
their lives. The mentally handicapped are not jokes.
They are not emotionless things to be ridiculed.
They are someone’s children, someone’s brothers or
sisters, someone’s co-workers, someone’s friends or
someone’s source of inspiration.
My personal source of inspiration is Dr. Temple
Grandin, a woman diagnosed with autism as a child.
Her parents were advised to institutionalize her, but
Temple overcame the ignorance, oppression and bias
surrounding her to obtain a Ph.D., publish several
books, find work as an extremely talented livestock
equipment designer and become a professor of animal science at Colorado State University.
With the open-minded atmosphere of Tufts
University, it is shocking to believe that so many people simply dismiss the offensive and biting effects
of the word “retarded.” It is important to remember
that while there is not a large, vocal, mentally handicapped presence at Tufts, there are many people in
the world affected by mental disabilities and many
people for whom the word can be incredibly hurtful.
Anya Price is a sophomore majoring in biopsychology.

LET THE CAMPUS KNOW WHAT MATTERS TO YOU.
The Op-Ed section of the Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through
Thursday. Submissions are welcome from all members of the Tufts community. We accept opinion articles on any
aspect of campus life, as well as articles on national or international news. Opinion pieces should be between 600
and 1,200 words. Please send submissions, with a contact number, to oped@tuftsdaily.com. Feel free to e-mail us
with any questions.
OP-ED POLICY The Op-Ed
Op-ed section of the Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed
Op-ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to appear in The Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later
than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format. Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed
Op-ed editors. The
opinions expressed in the Op-ed
Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Tufts Daily itself.
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TAKE YOUR PROFESSOR TO LUNCH DURING
MAJORS WEEK

MARCH 8—12 2010
Ask your favorite or soon to be favorite teacher to lunch at Carmichael or Dewick-MacPhie Halls
and SPIRIT will foot the bill. More information will be provided in an email to all undergraduates.

MAJORS WEEK OPEN HOUSES

Biology
Information Session for the following
Biology, Biopsychology, Biochemistry
Friday, March 12
2:30-3:30 pm
Barnum Elephant Lobby
Chemistry
Information Session for the following
Chemistry ASC-Certified, Chemistry,
Biochemistry, Chemical Physics
Wednesday, March 10
12:00-1:00 pm
Pearson Hall, Room P106
Computer Science
2nd Annual Robocode Tournament
“Introduction to Game Development Class”
Wednesday, March 10
Thursday, March 11
6:00 pm
Economics
Wednesday, March 10
12:00-1:00 pm
Braker Hall
Geology
Monday, March 8
12:00 pm
Lane Hall, Room 7

History
Wednesday, March 10
12:00 pm
East Hall
International Relations
“Breakfast with IR”
Wednesday, March 10
9:30-11:00 am
Cabot Mezzanine
(outside of Cabot Auditorium)
Mathematics
Majors Week Reception
Wednesday, March 10
4:30 pm
Bromfield Pearson Conference Room
Philosophy
Wednesday, March 10
12:00-1:15 pm
Miner Hall, Second Floor
Political Science
Wednesday, March 10
12:00-1:30 pm
Eaton 206
Sociology
Thursday, March 11
12:00-1:15 pm
102a Eaton Hall
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COMICS
CROSSWORD

WILEY

FRIDAY’S SOLUTION

MARRIED TO THE SEA

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Losing sleep during midterms

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
Friday’s Solution

Caryn: “I should so be a DJ. I mean, if Pauly D
can do it, I can do it.”

Please recycle this Daily
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Center for the Humanities At Tufts
Presents

THE HUMANITIES AND THE BODY IV
Over My Dead Body:
The Surprising History of Dead Bodies Under American Law
Professor Ray Madoff
Boston College Law School

Thursday March 11, 12:00pm
Center for the Humanities
48 Professors Row

A luncheon reception will be provided

Teach Explorations or Perspectives
in the Fall
Meredith Cronin and Logan Crane taught about
reality television.

Kyle Halle-Erby and Alex Kahn taught
about boxing movies.

Annie Lobel and Caitlin Payne and their class
studied song lyrics as the voice of youth.

Team up with a friend to lead a seminar for a group of first-year
students in Fall semester. Explorations leaders select their own
seminar subject while Perspectives leaders choose a subject within
the overall topic of the movies as art and industry.

Applications at www.excollege.tufts.edu.
APPLICATIONS DUE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17
Experimental College * 95 Talbot Avenue * 617-627-3384 * excollege@tufts.edu
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Housing
3 and 4 BR apts
(781) 863-0440 Rents starting at
$550/BR.
Clean modern Apartment next to
Tufts on quiet street.
New On-Site Laundry Facility with
New Washer & Dryer. Large modern kitchen with new refrigerator,
dishwashers, and 20 feet of oak
cabinets. Plenty of kitchen storage
space
Bathroom newly remodeled.

Services
Hardwood floors resurfaced,
New Energy Efficient Windows,
New Heating System Front and
Back Porches, Garage Parking.
No Fees. Multiple units available
to accommodate larger groups
Call John (781) 863-0440 NCA.
Associates@gmail.com
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SPORTS

Housing

Services

6 Bedroom Apt
Large 6 bdrm/2 bath on Walker
St., across from Tufts football
field, newly updated, washer/
dryer, lots of off-street parking,
storage, porches, yard, subletting
O.K., $600/bdrm/month, available
June 1. Call Tom 617-413-5716 or
TomCDriscoll@comcast.net

McCarthy Self Storage
22 Harvard Street Medford, MA
02155.781-396-7724 Business
Hours Mon-Fri 8am to 5pm Sat
9am to 2:45pm Sun 10am to
2:45pm Space available to students close to Tufts Univ. 5x5x3

Services

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

DMR turns attention to NCAA meet this Saturday
MEN’S TRACK
continued from page 16

and Jesse ran by themselves. There was
nobody for them to chase, and it’s a lot
harder to run like that.”
The strong competition this weekend
proved to be the missing component in
the Jumbos’ attempts to qualify earlier
this season.
Tufts’ 4x800-meter relay also competed at IC4As this weekend, taking 14th
out of 23 teams, and running a time of
7:45.10. The team featured Hanrahan
and freshmen Jeff Marvel and Dan
Kirschner, who helped comprise the
squad that broke the 25-year old school
record last weekend with a 7:42.67 mark,
with Haney taking the place of Hale to
complete the team.
The Jumbos also sent athletes to compete at the ECAC Championships this
weekend at Smith College. Senior quadcaptain Jared Engelking represented
Tufts well, winning the pentathlon on
Friday with a score of 3,529 points. That
mark improved his previous provisional
NCAA qualifier of 3,525, ranking him as
the 14th highest scoring pentathlete on
the list for Nationals.
“It went pretty well; I [got a personal record] again,” Engeking said. “But I
didn’t actually improve my standings for
Nationals … so it wasn’t that beneficial.”
Engelking’s victory makes him the third
straight Tufts athlete to win the pentathlon at ECAC’s. His highest-scoring event
was the 55-meter hurdles, in which he
earned 893 points with a time of 7.76,
which placed him in first in the event.
“I was pleased with my hurdles race,”
Engelking said. “I’ve never run 7.7 off of
just the trials or in my first hurdles race,
so I was pretty happy with that.
“I wanted to run faster in the 1,000,”
he continued. “I didn’t get out as fast as I
wanted to, so I finished like two or three
seconds behind what I had planned on
doing, so I wasn’t too pleased with that.
I know I can run faster in the 1000, and
I also didn’t really throw as well as I was
feeling in the shot-put.”
Engelking’s victory came out of an
incredibly strong field of 11 athletes,
many of whom ran their best races of the
season at the ECAC meet.
“There were three guys that have all

Four wait to see if
they will head to
Indiana for NCAAs
WOMEN’S TRACK
continued from page 16

COURTESY GOJUMBOS.COM

Senior quad-captain Billy Hale anchored the distance medley relay for the men’s track and
field team this weekend and finished with an impressive NCAA qualifying time.
[gotten provisional qualifying scores]
including me, so it was great competition,” Engelking said. “I knew that they
would be trying to get into the top 12 or
top 13 to try to go to Nationals, so I knew
I really had to hold them off essentially.”
The only other Tufts scorer in the
ECAC meet was freshman Michael Blair,
who tied for sixth in the high jump with
a height of 6-2 3/4. Tufts took home 24th
place among 49 teams with a score of

12.5 points, although a portion of the
team did not compete at ECACs.
The team now waits to see who will
make the cut to compete at nationals
next weekend at DePauw University in
Indiana While the DMR will definitely
be attending, Engelking is on the list of
provisional qualifiers for the pentathlon
and the 55-meter hurdles, and Faller is in
a good position on the list for the 5,000meter run.

Athletes of the Week
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY, MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
The age-old advice states to always save the best for last. For the Jumbos’ distance medley relay,
next-to-last isn’t so bad.
With the rest of the squad at the ECAC Championships, four Tufts runners went to Boston
University to run in the IC4A Championship on the Terriers’ banked track. And the Jumbos came
away with a school record and an NCAA automatic qualifying time in the process.
Sophomore Ben Crastnopol, senior Jesse Faller, senior quad-captain Billy Hale and senior Matt
Tirrell posted a time of 9:56.97 which was converted to a final mark of 9:59.97 due to the banked
track, three-hundredths of a second under the qualifying time of 10 minutes. With that final time,
Tufts is currently ranked fourth nationally and is slated to compete at the 2010 NCAA Div. III
Championships next weekend at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana.
The mark also shattered the old time of 9:59.33, which was set last year by Hale, Faller, Phil
Rotella (LA ’09) and current senior Scott Brinkman.
COURTESY GOJUMBOS.COM

COLLEEN HART, WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

JOSH BERLINGER/TUFTS DAILY

-

$30.00, 5x5x8 $48.00, 5x8x8
$66.00, 5x10x8 $71.00, 5x12x8
$81.00 Please call for more information

In Tufts’ overtime loss to Bowdoin in the NESCAC quarterfinals, junior tri-captain Colleen
Hart shot 3-for-17 from the field, including 1-for-9 from beyond the arc. She came back for
NCAA play for two of the best shooting performances of the season.
Against nationally-ranked No. 2 Kean University, Hart shot 8-for-10 from three-point range
while playing all 40 minutes and contributing 28 points. Despite Kean’s victory which ended
Tufts’ season, Hart shot 72 of 159 from three this year, finishing fifth in the nation and setting
a Tufts single-season and career record in three-point percentage and threes made.
Against Muhlenberg, Hart won the battle of All-Conference point guards against junior
Kelly McKeon. Hart, a member of the All-NESCAC’s First Team, added another 26 points on
10-for-19 shooting. Meanwhile, she limited McKeon, the Centennial Conference Player of the
Year, to eight points on 3-for-13 shooting. The Jumbos beat Muhlenberg in a game they never
trailed.
Hart, who averaged a NESCAC-best 17.3 points per game on the season, will be one of four
returning starters on next year’s team.

Senior Logan Crane also qualified provisionally, besting the 7.29 second standard
in the 55-meter dash for the first time this
season. Her time of 7.28 seconds was good
enough for fifth place, scoring four points for
the team. Crane holds the Tufts record for the
55-meter dash (7.18), which she ran in the
2008 New England Div. III Championships.
She also earned another point for Tufts from
her eighth-place finish in the long jump, with
a 17-foot 1 1/2-inch leap.
“Toward the end of the season we really
started to taper, letting our bodies truly rest
so we can have great performances in the
end and get a lot out of it,” Crane said. “Plus
at the end you’re working on your own performances and it takes the pressure off gaining points for the team.”
Though no other members of the team
met qualifying marks, other Jumbos had
notable performances, as Tufts scored in 11
events. First year Kelly Allen came in fifth in
the shot put with a distance of 40-6 3/4, and
junior Andrea Caruth finished sixth in the
400-meter dash.
“It presents a lot of promise,” said Crane of
the strong performances by young Jumbos.
“Especially with the Tufts track team, good
performances get better every year and to see
people so young and so new at college track
and doing so well, it’s really promising and
shows they’ll have good contributions across
the board.”
Caruth also contributed to the fifth-place
finish of the 4x400 meter ‘A’ relay team, which
finished with a time of 4:04.18. Junior Amy
Wilfert, who met the NCAA provisional qualifying mark last weekend with a mile time
of 4:58.56, finished seventh at ECACs. She
earned two points for her team despite finishing with a time that was a little over 10 seconds slower than her pace the week before.
“I ran the mile fresh last weekend, but this
week I had already run the distance medley
relay [with senior co-captain Kerry Virgien,
junior Kaylee Maykranz and sophomore
Kayley Pettoruto] and so I was tired. Overall,
the whole team was just better last week. I
think part of it was that there were Div. I and
II runners that helped push everyone further,” Wilfert said.
Tufts’ final score of 39.5 points was just
shy of Rowan University’s sixth-place finish
of 40 points, while Ithaca won the meet with
an overall team score of 64.5. The Jumbos
improved from their 10th-place finish at last
year’s ECAC meet.
Jones is the only Jumbo to automatically
qualify for the NCAA Championships. She
finished fourth in the triple jump at last
year’s NCAA Championships with a personal best of 39-3 1/4. Ferri, Crane, Wilfert and
sophomore Heather Theiss in the pole vault
are provisionally qualified for the NCAA
Championships and will find out today
whether or not they will get the chance to
travel with Jones to compete in next weekend’s NCAA meet.
“This weekend had some ups and downs
but I think overall everyone was pleased
with the outcome,” Virgien said. “In general,
we have a really young team so we were all
excited to see how we would progress this
season. There are so many awesome freshmen, sophomores and juniors so next year’s
team should be great.”
Regardless of whether or not she makes it
individually, Crane is confident the Jumbos
will be well represented at the year’s biggest
meet.
“I think they’ll do great,” she said. “I don’t
think Nakeisha was extremely happy with
her performance or her position that she was
in last year, so I think that’s going to fire her
up to do better this year. I think she’ll go in
with high expectations and she’ll be able to
represent Tufts well.”
Alex Prewitt contributed reporting to this
article.
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The Daily wants to hear from YOU.

Have a problem with our coverage?
Upset about something happening at
Tufts or in the community?
The Daily welcomes thoughts, opinions and
complaints from all readers — have your
voice heard!

Send op-ed submissions, 600-1,200 words, to
oped@tuftsdaily.com. Send letters to the editor to
editor@tuftsdaily.com.
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INSIDE SPRING TRAINING

Orioles pitching staﬀ improving after dreadful decade
BY

DANIEL RATHMAN

Daily Editorial Board

During spring training,
hope springs eternal for all 30
MLB teams, regardless of their
chances of contending in the
coming season. Such is life at
the Baltimore Orioles camp in
Sarasota, Fla., even though the
O’s finished the 2009 campaign
with the worst record in the
American League (64-98).
Considering that divisionrival New York Yankees and
Boston Red Sox both reloaded
their rosters during the past
offseason, and that the Tampa
Bay Rays are likely to bounce
back from a rough 2009, the
Orioles’ outlook for 2010 is
bleak. But you wouldn’t know
it from the excitement of the
team’s brass.
That’s because — after nearly a decade of pitiful pitching — the Orioles have finally
developed a pipeline of young
arms that portends a much
brighter future.
It’s hard to win in baseball without some semblance
of continuity and effectiveness from the pitching staff,
and Baltimore has had neither
throughout the past decade.
The Orioles have had roughly a
dozen starting pitchers annually in recent seasons due to
injury, poor performance and a
lack of depth.
Considering that Baltimore’s
payroll is only a fraction of
that of the Yankees and Red
Sox, the Orioles have been
confined to developing their
own cheap prospects. And
after
countless
failures,
they’ve finally found success
under President of Baseball
Operations Andy MacPhail and
Player Development Director
David Stockstill.

MacPhail took over the
Orioles’ baseball operations
department in June 2007. The
next offseason, he promptly
sent the oft-injured Erik Bedard
to the Seattle Mariners for a
package that included outfielder Adam Jones, as well as
pitchers George Sherrill, Tony
Butler, Chris Tillman and Kam
Mickolio. Two years later, that
deal has blossomed into the
heist of the decade.
Although Butler’s stock has
declined sharply because of
injuries, he has been the only
disappointment in the Orioles’
haul. Jones has developed into
an excellent center-fielder in
the Torii Hunter mold, while
Mickolio will soon play a significant role in the team’s bullpen.
Sherrill was swapped to the
Los Angeles Dodgers for Josh
Bell, a switch-hitting prospect
who figures to be Baltimore’s
third-baseman of the future.
And Tillman is the best pitcher
of the lot.
By pairing the right-handed
Tillman with their 2008 firstround pick, southpaw Brian
Matusz, the Orioles believe
that they will soon boast an
elite one-two punch at the top
of their rotation. But there’s
plenty more where those two
came from. Baltimore’s farm
system also includes 2007 fifthrounder Jake Arrieta and 2005
third-rounder Brandon Erbe,
both of whom excelled at the
Double-A level last season.
And don’t sleep on 2004 fourthrounder Brad Bergesen, who —
despite having a lower ceiling
than that quartet — posted a
3.43 ERA in 19 big league starts
last season.
The Orioles acquired veteran starter Kevin Millwood
from the Texas Rangers and
signed closer Mike Gonzalez in

MCT

The Baltimore Orioles are hoping that pitcher Chris Tillman will develop into a top-of-the-rotation starter within
the next few years.
free agency this winter to help
groom those young guns into
mature big league pitchers.
Baltimore also welcomed corner-infielders Miguel Tejada
and Garrett Atkins to a lineup
that features a host of highceiling bats, including homegrown catcher Matt Wieters,
left-fielder Nolan Reimold and
right-fielder Nick Markakis.
Yet, the aforementioned

pitching prospects are the ones
drawing the most attention in
spring training. That should
come as no surprise, considering that the Orioles’ staff has
ranked either last or secondto-last in the majors with an
aggregate ERA north of 5.00 in
each of the past four seasons.
The Orioles won’t contend
with the Red Sox and Yankees in
2010, and are more likely to be

this year’s version of the 2009
Oakland Athletics, who introduced their own outstanding
prospects — Brett Anderson,
Trevor Cahill, Gio Gonzalez and
Josh Outman — to the show
last season. But if all goes well,
the O’s could field an entirely
homegrown starting rotation
by 2012, and their once dreadful pitching would become the
envy of the league.

Baily notches 1,000th career point in losing eﬀort
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from page 16

final buzzer, Tufts missed 22 of 29 shots
and turned the ball over eight times.
COUGAR TOWN
In Saturday’s second-round NCAA Tournament
matchup between national No. 2 and host Kean
University and Tufts, the Jumbos managed to hang
on with one of the country’s best until with just
over 11 minutes remaining in the second half,
when Kean ballooned a four-point lead into a
15-point one thanks to an 11-0 run in under three
minutes. The Cougars’ offensive statistics were
markedly different in the second half, as the Daily
takes a look at what allowed Kean to surge ahead
and move on to the Sweet Sixteen.

FG percentage
3-pt. FG percentage
Points
Points in the paint
Fast break points

First Half
34.5
40
29
12
0

Second Half
62.1
60
46
30
14

Kean took full advantage, scoring 40
of the game’s final 60 points to secure
a much-expected berth in the Sweet
Sixteen.
“They have some phenomenal athletes and some really good players, and
they really turned it up in the second
half,” Berube said. “We ran out of gas
and missed some easy shots that we
should be able to make … but we’ve
never seen that kind of pressure from
anyone. The long arms, the athletes —
they’re a very good basketball team.”
While the struggles down the stretch
ultimately finished the Jumbos, their
inability to seize opportunities in the
first half put them in a compromising
position. After falling behind 11-5 in
the early going, Tufts held Kean without a field goal for the next 8:53 but
managed only nine points of its own
during that stretch.
“We held them at 11 points for almost
10 minutes, and what really stings is
how we didn’t exploit that,” Baily said.
“To defend like we did for that amount

of time is good, and I think that we
did put them on their heels in the first
half.”
Miscues on the offensive end prevented the Jumbos from taking full
advantage of their sterling defense.
A Tufts team that entered Saturday
averaging a touch over 14 turnovers
a game compiled 13 in the first half
alone — the vast majority on travelling
violations.
“I thought we shot ourselves in the
foot with all the turnovers and the
travels and not playing composed basketball,” Berube said. “That’s what we
talked about in the locker room. I told
them, ‘Don’t beat yourselves — make
Kean beat you.’”
Amid the disappointment of their
season-ending loss, the Jumbos were,
however, able to celebrate a rather
significant milestone. By completing
a three-point play with 8:16 remaining in the game, Baily became just the
10th player in program history to tally
1,000 career points. The First Team AllNESCAC forward was able to eclipse
the mark despite averaging just 5.2
minutes a game her freshman year.
“I’m really proud of her for scoring her thousandth point and putting
together a phenomenal career,” Berube
said. “It’s only the third thousand-point
scorer that I’ve ever coached, and she
basically did it in three years.”
Baily surpassed the milestone by
finishing with 17 points in the game
to go along with 11 rebounds. Junior
tri-captain Colleen Hart did her part to
keep Tufts in the game, drilling eight
three-pointers as part of a sensational
28-point performance.
The Jumbos managed just 11 points
outside of Hart and Baily, in stark contrast to a Cougars squad that received
contributions from several players in
Beyruti’s absence. Filling the starting
lineup spot of Kean’s leading scorer in
eight of its 28 games this season was

sophomore guard Brittany Powell, who
chipped in with a team-best 21 points.
Junior forward Angelica Bermudez,
meanwhile, came off the bench to
snare a game-high 15 rebounds.
“I felt all year that we were deep,”
Cougars coach Michele Sharp said. “We
play a lot of kids — none of our starters
played over 25 minutes the entire season. I think Brittany Powell did a great
job stepping into Melissa’s spot.”
Tufts advanced to the NCAA round of
32 after dispatching Muhlenberg 71-59
on Friday evening. In their first game
action since Feb. 20, the Jumbos never
trailed and showed no signs of rust,
beginning the game on an 18-3 run
and maintaining a 12-point cushion at
halftime.
“To simply put it, it was fun,” sophomore Kate Barnosky said on Friday of the
team’s first-half performance. “We played
our game: upbeat, running, getting stops.
It was an all-around team effort.”
The Mules closed the Jumbo lead to

five midway through the second half.
But some clutch buckets by Hart, who
had 14 points in the period, and a solid
17-of-22 effort from the free-throw line
helped the Jumbos improve to 3-0 alltime in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
The victory was one of the final
highlights of Tufts’ banner 2009-10
campaign. Down eight members of
last year’s NCAA Tournament team,
the Jumbos exceeded expectations this
season by earning a return trip to the
Big Dance.
“I told the team that I was really,
really proud of them,” Berube said.
“Honestly, I didn’t know at the beginning of the season what we would be.
Could we make it back to the NCAA
Tournament? Those were some major
doubts, and game-by-game, they
proved to me and to themselves just
how good we can be. People stepped
up, practices were really competitive
and we got better every day.”
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Sweet 16
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Second Round
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Kean 105
Kean 75
Penn State Berks 68
Kean (28-1)

Kean University
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Tufts 71
Muhlenberg 59
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Tufts gives Kean a scare before falling in NCAA Tourney
BY SAPNA

BANSIL

Daily Editorial Board

There were at least a few
moments on Saturday evening
in Union, N.J. when it appeared
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
(21-6, 6-3 NESCAC)
NCAA Tournament
at Union, N.J., Saturday
Tufts
Kean

28 28
29 46

— 56
— 75

at Union, N.J., Saturday
24 35
36 35

Muhlenberg
Tufts

— 59
— 71

that the women’s basketball
team might be able to give
powerhouse Kean a serious
case of March Madness.
Going toe-to-toe with the
nation’s second-ranked team
for a full 40 minutes, however,
proved too Herculean a task.
The Jumbos managed to
scare the Cougars through
most of their clash in the
second round of the NCAA
Tournament over the weekend, but Kean used a late second-half spurt to pull away by
a score of 75-56 and end Tufts’
season at 21-6.
After sputtering a bit in
February, the Jumbos were
given arguably the most difficult draw of the five NESCAC
teams that made the tournament field. Still, Tufts made the

most of its opportunity, knocking off Centennial Conference
runner-up Muhlenberg in
Friday’s opening round before
giving Final Four favorite Kean
a run for its money in the
round of 32.
“It’s great to know that we
can play with anyone,” said
senior forward Julia Baily,
who ended her Tufts career on
Saturday with both her 13th
double-double of the season and the 1,000th point of
her career. “As coach [Carla
Berube] said, to overachieve
like we did really makes it a
lot more of a bittersweet ending than a sad one. We were
with [Kean] for 75 percent of
the game, and to play that way
against the No. 2 team in the
country is pretty exciting.”
Winners of 27 straight heading into Saturday’s contest,
the Cougars — in spite of the
absence of injured Preseason
All-American Melissa Beyruti
— were still considered to
be heavy favorites over the
unranked Jumbos. But with
its stifling defense leading the
charge, Tufts went into halftime trailing just 29-28 and
stayed within single digits
through the first 10 minutes of
the second half.
In the end, however, Tufts
simply ran out of steam. From
the time it held its last lead of
the game — a 36-35 advantage
with 16:26 to play — until the
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see WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 15

Despite a 75-56 loss to Kean on Saturday in the second round of the NCAA Tournament, it was still a monumental day for senior Julia Baily, shown here against Bowdoin, who passed the 1,000 point mark for her career.

WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD

MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD

Jones shines at weekend
ECAC championships

Distance medley relay hits
NCAA auto qualifier

BY

ANNIE SLOAN

BY

Contributing Writer

LAUREN FLAMENT

Daily Editorial Board

It wasn’t her best performance of the
season, but sophomore Nakeisha Jones did
enough to come in first in the triple jump,

In its final weekend to qualify for
nationals, the men’s track and field
team’s distance medley relay (DMR) did

WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
ECAC Championships
at Northampton, Mass.,Friday-Saturday

MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
ECAC Championships
at Northampton, Mass., Friday-Saturday

1. Ithaca
2. TCNJ
3. Bates
4. Amherst
5. Springfield
7. Tufts

1. Ithaca
2(t). So. Maine
2(t). TCNJ
4. Geneseo St.
5. Bates
24. Tufts

64.50
64
50
49
42
39.50

leading the women’s track and field team to
its best finish in the ECAC Championships
since the 2006-07 season.
Tufts finished seventh overall at the
meet, which was held at Smith College.
With 43 teams in attendance, it marked the
last chance to qualify for the NCAA Div. III
Championships next weekend at DePauw
University in Indiana.
Jones won the triple jump with a distance
of 39 1/2, beating the next closest competitor, Williams freshman Tanasia Hoffler, by
an inch and a half. Jones’ winning mark
met the NCAA automatic qualifying standard
but was two inches shorter than that of her
third-place finish at last weekend’s All-New
England Championships.
Senior co-captain Andrea Ferri took
second in the pentathlon, losing to Ithaca
College senior Lauren Koppel. Ferri’s strong
finish was highlighted by the top time in the
800 meter, 2:27.80, and a first place tie with
Koppel in the long jump, with her 16-5 1/4
mark. Her 3,064-point total was an NCAA
provisional qualifier and earned eight points
for the Jumbos, though she also delivered a
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Senior co-captain Andrea Ferri took second in the pentathlon at ECACs this past
weekend.
better performance last weekend, finishing
with 3,128 points.
“Personally, I’m not pleased with the weekend,” Ferri said. “I was trying to improve my
NCAA mark; I was better in two of the portions of the pentathlon but did just OK or
worse in the other three. The team went into
the meet wanting to do better, but most of us
didn’t. There was more pressure at the ECACs
because I was seeded first, which I think
affected my performance.”
see WOMEN’S TRACK, page 13

52.25
48
48
47.25
43
12.50

more than that: It set a new school
record by running an impressive 14 seconds faster than it did last weekend to
hit the automatic qualifier for the NCAA
Championships.
The team ran 9:56.97 to place sixth
out of 27 teams at the IC4A Indoor Track
and Field Championships at Boston
University on Saturday. At a meet predominantly attended by Div. I schools,
the Tufts DMR was the only relay entered
from a Div. III squad.
Senior Matt Tirrell led off the relay
with a 1,200-meter run, followed by
sophomore Ben Crastnopol in the 400,
senior quad-captain Billy Hale in the
800 and finally senior Jesse Faller in the
1,600.
The relay entered the race hoping to
hit the provisional qualifier of 10:10 for
a chance to send the team to nationals, where Tufts’ DMR placed third in
2009. Instead, the group’s performance
on the bank track converted to a time of
9:59.97, squeezing under the automatic
qualifier of 10:00. The time is the fourth

fastest run by a Div. III team this season.
The original sub-9:57 time the Jumbos
posted, which, as opposed to the adjusted time, counts towards team records,
also broke the previous school mark of
9:59.33 ran last year by a team of Hale,
Faller, current senior Scott Brinkman
and Phil Rotella (LA ’09).
“It was a lot of Div. I competition, so
[the race] was a lot stiffer than normal,”
Crastnopol said.
Despite running a fast lead-off leg, the
Jumbos were in last when Tirrell handed
off to Crastnopol, who helped close the
gap, but remained in last during his
stretch. The competitive field kept Tufts
at the back, but the Jumbos still had
their sights on the runners ahead.
“My leg went pretty well; it was nice
that there was nobody in my way, and
I did what I needed to do,” Crastnopol
said. “Billy started passing people in his
800, and then Jesse took all but two of
the [teams in our heat] in his leg … Jesse
said when he got the baton he knew he
was going to do it, and we were right on
schedule. He looked great … Jesse had
a lot of people to catch so it worked out
well for us.”
The Jumbos had also tried to qualify
in the relay last weekend at All-New
Englands, with a team of freshmen Sam
Haney and Lomie Cunningham, senior
Jason Hanrahan and Faller. That foursome fell short with a time of 10:11.40,
coming in ninth overall but winning
their heat without being challenged.
“They had nobody to run with last
[weekend],” Crastnopol said. “By the
time Lomie Cunningham got the baton
for the 400 leg, Sam Haney smoked
everybody in the 1,200, so Lomie was
running by himself, and then Jason
see MEN’S TRACK, page 13

